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General Features
· Max. available buttons: 7
· Color: Case: Black
· 3-digit display shows the height of the desk
· 4 Memory positions
· Classic control for height-adjustable desks
· Mounted to the desk front side

For technical support, Email to tech1@venace.com
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For more products, please visit https://www.venace.com/product-category/height-adjustable-desk/

Desk Height Up & Down 4 Memorable Height Memory Key

Notice:
Please make sure that the table is not obstructed during the lifting process, the table is not close to the wall, and the length of the cable is
sufficient to move the table up and down.

Function Introduction:

Press ‘Up’ & ‘Down’ until heard a ‘Di’ sound.
The minimum height is displayed on the screen then the reset finish

Press ‘1’ ‘2’ and ‘M’ for 5s, until ‘C-E’ displayed on the screen.
If keep press ‘1’ shows ‘C’ on screen, then it is Metric.
If keep press ‘2’ shows ‘E’ on screen, then it is Imperial.

Press m, the height shown on the screen flashes, then press ‘1’, the screen displays ‘P1’, indicating
that the height memory of position ‘1’ is completed.
Other memory key operations are similar.
Memory can be repeated. And in case of power failure, the memory height will not be lost.

First, lower the desktop to the lowest height and release the keys.
Press 'Down' again until the screen flashes, release.
Then every time you press the 'Down' key, the minimum height is lowered by 1cm or 0.4 inch.
and every time you press the 'Up' key, the minimum height rises by 1 cm or 0.4 inch.

Common problems and solutions：
If the following problems occur with your table, please try resetting：

 Working abnormally
 Handset screen shows “000” or “E00”

Reset

Metric conversion

Memory position setting

Minimum height modification
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